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Abstract. In view of the fact that the simulation environment of urban anti-terrorism exercises is not realistic enough and the cost of components is really high, this paper proposes a method based on modeling and simulation to carry out anti-terrorism simulation and training. The main contents include the establishment of an overall modeling and simulation framework, the use of creator tools for modeling urban models, and the use of 3Dmax modeling for anti-terrorist characters. The rendering of all models and animations are done using Unity3D. Finally, taking the combat process of rounding up terrorists in a CBD as an example, simulation and deduction are carried out using the model and environment above. The results show that the simulation’s effect is realistic and the exercise plan offers a reference.

Introduction

At present, terrorist attacks often occur in the prosperous and crowded urban areas, such as the 9-11 attacks etc. These incidents show that the main problem is that in prosperous cities, where wealth and people are concentrated, it is very costly to conduct anti-terrorism exercises. By referring to some of the literature, modeling and simulation technology can play a good supporting role in military exercises, which is highly concerned by people. This paper constructed the environment needed for urban anti-terrorism exercises by Unity3D and related modeling tools, and combine the characteristics of actual anti-terrorism processes to carry out research on anti-terrorism.

Modeling Method Framework and Modeling Tools

Modeling Framework

The modeling framework diagram to be adopted in this paper is shown in the Figure 1.

![Diagram of Modeling Framework](image-url)

The main contents in the figure above are as follow:

The first part is the modeling techniques section. Including using creator to modeling, drawing textures with PS and creating a character model and binding the motion skeleton through 3d max.
The second part is the simulation rendering section. Including integrating all models and rendering the scene with unity3D to form a complete counter-terrorism simulation environment and completing animation and script writing at the same time.

The third part is to use the background of a CBD as an example to carry out anti-terrorism simulation.

**Modeling and Simulation Tool**

In this paper, modeling and simulation are carried out by creator, 3dmax and Unity3d.

This article mainly uses creator to model, map and optimize buildings in selected scenes. The key technology is to use the LOD technology to draw the model system, and enhance the texture mapping technology in terms of fidelity.

3dmax is mainly used to model characters, including terrorists and anti-terrorist forces, and also to map some models through 3dmax.

Unity3d is used for the integration of scene and character, and human-computer interaction programming. Its Asset store function can be used to obtain some minor models to save time.

**Modeling Design of the Main Scene**

**Modeling of Major Buildings**

Buildings are an important element of anti-terrorism sites. This paper mainly focuses on crowded business district and buildings. In this paper, the establishment of such models adopts internal and external fine modeling methods. This paper obtains the relevant resource data such as the floor plan through the network, and truly restores the internal structure of the house for the simulation unit to operate within it. Now take the Jinao International Shopping Center as an example to introduce the modeling of major buildings, its flow chart is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 3(a)-3(g), according to the floor plan, this paper builds walls and stairs, and divides different walls into different parent nodes, so as to assign different textures or materials to different walls later. In the process of constructing the ceiling model, appropriate space should be reserved as a passage for stairs and elevators. Since most of the floors of the current building are the same, in the process of building the model, the simulation system allows the floors within the active range to be arrayed using a single layer structure as shown in Figure 3(d). While the unreachable space is replaced by a texture-processed square. The auxiliary building is built in the same way.

![Figure 3. The process of modeling.](image-url)
Background Block Modeling
The background block in this project includes a series of buildings which are duplicated, less likely to be attacked, and less complex. For this type of buildings, this paper use fuzzy processing when modeling, which is shown in Figure 4. That is to use a simple polygon with a small number of sides to build the model, and then use the texture to display the details of the model, and then use the corresponding model each time in the scene, simply copy and paste to simplified unnecessary steps.

![Figure 4. Background building group model.](image)

Modeling of Ground Surface Physical Entities
Surface physical entity models include traffic lights, trash cans, road pavements, fences, fountain pools, and other objects in urban street environments. These objects play a role in increasing the realism of the simulation environment in the project, and do not affect the specific process of the simulation. Therefore, this type of object model mainly uses the Asset store in Unity3d to directly download the preset model.

Optimize Models and Integrate Scenarios
The optimization of the model is mainly to LOD processing each model. As shown in Figure 5, Figure 5-A shows the model when the number of faces is 100%. Figure 5-B shows the model when the number of faces is 60%. The engine can make full use of device performance and storage space by exhibiting different complexity at different distances.

The integration of all models into a complete anti-terrorism scene is mainly done in Unity3d. First post a map of the city on Terrian and place the buildings one by one according to the layout. Figure 6 shows the urban scene that has been imported and placed in Unity3D.

Model Mapping
Some textures in 3d max can't be displayed in Unity3D in the correct format. This paper map these textures in creator first, then import the model into 3d max. Figure 7 shows the performance in Unity3D after the picture is attached in Figure 6.

![Figure 5. The model of Jiaye Mansion Hotel.](image)

![Figure 6. Scenes in Unity3d.](image) ![Figure 7. Jinao Building.](image)

Testing and Optimization of Integrated Scenarios
The test of the scene is mainly to test the speed of the scene rendering calculation and the correctness of the size and relative position of each model. After the test is completed, the simulation of the counter-terrorism deduction can be performed on this basis.

Characters Modeling
The model of the scene character is built in 3d max. The characters are mainly divided into two
categories: terrorists and anti-terrorist forces. They are distinguished by helmets and costumes. The action of the model in the scene is realized by programming the Animation Controller in Unity3D. The process of modeling is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. The establishment process and actual performance of the character model.

**Model Application Integration**

The application integration framework of the model is shown in Figure 9. According to the flow chart, the integrated application of the model is mainly divided into three parts. The first is the final completion of the urban anti-terrorism simulation 3D environment. The second is the placement of models such as characters and vehicles on the city's three-dimensional simulation model. The third is the realization of the anti-terrorism simulation function.

Realization of Anti-terrorism Simulation System Function

The design of the anti-terrorism simulation system is divided into two parts. The first is to trap terrorists within a certain controllable range in a limited area and time. The second is to subdue or kill terrorists through force. The design flow chart of the simulation system is shown in Figure 10.
Behavioral Design of Anti-Terrorism and Terrorist Chess Pieces

The task of the anti-terrorist force is to control terrorists in a fixed area or to kill them in a limited area and time. These chess pieces of the anti-terrorist force are controlled by the simulator. The simulator can allocate all the police forces in the area at a macro level.

The purpose of the terrorists is to leave the attacked area. The behavior of terrorists is determined by the script written on it. The terrorist default has an accurate map of the attacked area and has vehicles such as cars. When the terrorist leaves the simulation area, it is considered as a containment failure. The design of the Anti-Terrorism and Terrorist terrorst chess pieces is shown in the Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Anti-terrorism pawn behavior design flow chart.

The simulator needs to deploy the police force in the entire area. When a certain anti-terrorist unit reaches a certain intersection, the entire simulation process will be suspended until the counter-terrorism pawn at the intersection is operated.

Behavior Design of Terrorists and Anti-terrorism Forces in the Scene of Firefight

When the siege is successful, the terrorists will not surrender. Instead they will be more likely to attack by firing back, breaking through barriers and taking suicide attacks. At this time, the main task of the anti-terrorism forces in the scene is to shoot down the terrorists as well as terrorists’ vehicles, also, minimize the damage.

The aim of terrorists in the scene of firefight is to tear a hole as much as possible in the encirclement force, and to create chaos and kill the police. The terrorist and anti-terrorism forces’ behavior design in the firefight is shown in Figure 12.

Implementation of Scene Function

The function of the scene is implemented by programming in the Unity 3D. The built-in MonoDevelop in Unity3D can compile and debug the program very quickly and conveniently. The arrangement of the opening animation and Crossfire scene are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14.
The behavioral system of terrorists in the crossfire scene

Detect the nearest escape location within the scene
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Simulation Ends

Example Analysis

Background

The case in this paper takes the jin’ao Building’s being attacked by terrorists as an example. Terrorists try to escape the city after a bomb attack on a certain floor of the building, and try to create chaos and enlarge damage along the way. The anti-terrorist rapid reaction force was alerted to the attack site to block the target, then the simulation began.

Activities of Terrorists and Counter-terrorism Forces

The figure shows the anti-terrorism simulation environment used in this case. The terrorists start from the red dot in Figure 15, and when they arrive at the border of the map, they are considered to escape the containment. The red line is the initial escape path of the terrorist. The starting point of the anti-terrorist force is at the blue dot position. The escape route of the terrorists will be updated in real time with the movement of the anti-terrorist forces.

Fire Fight Scene

In the crossfire scene shown in Figure 16, the anti-terrorist personnel have a good sense of operation, and the enemy's performance is also in line with the functions that the script wants to achieve, and at the same time makes the anti-terrorism simulation more intrusive and representative.
Summary
This paper starts from the establishment of urban three-dimensional model, the construction of anti-terrorism simulation environment, the design of anti-terrorism forces and terrorist behavior, and finally forms a complete urban three-dimensional model and anti-terrorism deduction system. From the results, the system has certain practical significance for the anti-terrorism rehearsal in the prosperous urban areas. It can further improve the actual urban anti-terrorism program and improve the security management level from the macro- and micro-level aspects of urban anti-terrorism.
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